Imam Hamza Yusuf is founder and president of Zaytuna College in Berkeley, Cal., which seeks to become
“the first accredited Muslim college in the United States.” 1 A native of Washington State, Yusuf
converted to Islam in 1977 at age 17. 2 He subsequently traveled to the Muslim world and spent a
decade studying in Arab countries including the United Arab Emirates, Algeria, Saudi Arabia and
Mauritania. 3 In 1996, Yusuf founded the Zaytuna Institute, which describes itself as having “established
an international reputation for presenting a classical picture of Islam in the West which is dedicated to
the revival of traditional study methods and the sciences of Islam.” 4 He founded Zaytuna College in
2009. 5 That year, Yusuf was ranked as “the Western world’s most influential Islamic scholar” by The 500
Most Influential Muslims, a book edited by John Esposito and Ibrahim Kalin. 6
Yusuf is very popular with American Islamist organizations and has been a frequent speaker at their
events. 7
He also receives positive treatment from the news media. In 2006, the New York Times reported that
Yusuf and his Zaytuna Institute colleague Zaid Shakir “are using their clout to create the first Islamic
seminary in the United States, where they hope to train a new generation of imams and scholars who
can reconcile Islam and American culture.” 8 The Times described the pair as “leading intellectual lights
for a new generation of American Muslims looking for homegrown leaders who can help them learn
how to live their faith without succumbing to American materialism or Islamic extremism.” 9
Yet, there is something enigmatic about him. As this report will show, Yusuf tempered much of his
radical ideology after 9/11 and often condemns terrorism. But he still sees the United States as an
inherently hostile nation, one that “relishes war.”
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On some occasions, Yusuf speaks with a careful, measured voice. When the issue of hate crimes in the
United States came up during a recent interview with al-Jazeera, he noted that that there were
significantly more anti-Jewish crimes than anti-Muslim crimes. 10
But in the same interview, Yusuf attacked Rep. Peter King (R-NY) for investigating American Muslim
radicalization. He said supporters of King’s recent congressional hearing on the subject used “scare
tactics” that demonize innocent Muslims. 11
Yusuf also has a long record of radical statements, some of which he has recanted.
He says the World War II bombing of Germany constituted a “war crime,” and suggests that the United
States is doing the same thing in the current war on terror. Yusuf describes Judaism as a “racist religion”
and refers to the Bill of Rights and democracy as “false gods.” He portrays as a “martyr” a member of
the pro-Hamas Turkish organization IHH who was killed during a violent attack on Israeli naval
commandos last May.
Yusuf accuses the United States and Israel of “war crimes.” 12 He says Norman Finkelstein, an academic
who likens Israelis to Nazis and endorses the terrorist group Hizballah, 13 has had his career ruined for
speaking the “truth.” 14 Finkelstein, who previously taught at schools including New York University,
Rutgers and Hunter College, was denied tenure at DePaul University in 2007. 15
Two days before 9/11, Yusuf spoke at a fundraiser for Jamil al-Amin, then on trial for murdering a
policeman, where he portrayed the United States as a racist country and suggested that al-Amin was
framed. 16 Al-Amin was convicted of murder the following year. 17
He also said that Sheikh Omar Abdel-Rahman, convicted in a conspiracy to bomb New York landmarks in
the 1990s, was unjustly tried. 18 More recently, Yusuf has said President George W. Bush’s Iraq policy
was a crime and that the former president should be tried for felony murder. 19
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Pre-9/11 Radical
Prior to September 11, Yusuf expressed radical Islamist sentiments on numerous occasions.
On July 20, 1991, he was a featured speaker at the International Islamic Conference, held at the
University of Southern California by the Los Angeles unit of the Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA) –
an organization with a long record of ideologically promoting jihad and martyrdom on behalf of Islam. 20
The Message International, an ICNA publication, reported on Yusuf’s remarks:
“…In the afternoon session, the focus switched to the always exciting topic of Jihad. Hamza Yusuf gave a
provoking speech about why ‘Jihad is the only way.’” 21 In the speech, Yusuf did not define “jihad,” but
referred to a series of places in which violence and armed insurgencies were occurring.
In a speech delivered at the 1993 annual convention of the Islamic Society of North America in Kansas
City, Mo., Yusuf praised the idea that Islam could be a “threat to this society:”
“But Allah is calling us to jihad. And I, in all honesty, have to say that if Islam is not a threat to this
society, than I am in the wrong religion. I don’t believe that. I believe that Islam is in fact a threat to this
society. It is not a threat in that we are going to blow up ourselves. This is my disclaimer. We’re not
going to blow up ourselves. You can rest assured people of Kansas [sic] or wherever we are, we are not
going to blow up ourselves. We are not going to blow up ourselves but we are keeping a jihad. And Jihad
is struggling in the way of Allah to bring down the warriors of injustice humanity from realizing their true
potential which is to be slaves to Allah.” 22
In his ISNA speech, Yusuf depicted American culture as a spreading disease like cancer or AIDS and Islam
as the cure:
“To use the biological term, [America] is one of the most virulent kufars [infidels] that has ever attacked
the social body you see. And unfortunately, the defense - the Muslims that are really to extend this, are
really the immune system of humanity. You see, we are the white cells. We are the leucocytes that
come together to stop the destruction of the social body.
“If the immune system breaks down, for instance like in AIDS, then there’s no defense system, you see
... What we are dealing with in the United States and really in the entire world, if we want to sum it up in
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one word, I think the best term for it is nihilism of the self whereby the human being sees himself as
something groundless, without meaning.” 23
In a 1995 videotape, Yusuf railed against Judaism, calling it “racist”:
“…The Jews would have us believe that God had this bias to this small tribe in the middle of the Sinai
Desert and all the rest of humanity is just rubbish. I mean that is the basic doctrine of the Jewish religion
and that’s why it is a most racist religion, it really is.” 24
“Yet the Christians say they’re [the Jews] these special people that we have to protect because they’re
God’s Chosen People, and yet they rejected God and according to them they wanted him crucified and
shouted for it. And they said his death in their gospel, his death is on our hands…and the hands of our
progeny.” 25
In a 1996 speech to an ICNA convention, Yusuf described the United States as “a country that has little
to be proud of in its past and less to be proud of in the present.” 26
Yusuf then went on to contrast his reverence for Islam with his disdain for American democracy:
“I am a citizen of this country not by choice but by birth. I reside in this country not by choice but by
conviction in attempting to spread the message of Islam in this country. I became Muslim in part
because I did not believe in the false gods of this society whether we call them Jesus or democracy or
the Bill of Rights or any other element of this society that is held sacrosanct by the ill-informed peoples
that make up this charade of a society… [F]undamentals of Islam are being compromised.” 27
Convention resolutions are “meaningless Masonic exercises devised by men who desire to engage
people in forums that would insure nothing changes,” Yusuf declared. He added that “[T]here should be
no voting or debate … [W]e have no room for ayes or nays.” 28
From Jamil al-Amin to George W. Bush
On Sept. 9, 2001, Yusuf spoke at a fundraiser for Jamil al-Amin’s legal defense in Irvine, Cal. 29 At the
time, al-Amin (who had converted to Islam in the 1970s while serving time for robbery in New York),
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was charged with murdering an Atlanta police officer and the attempted murder of a second officer in
March 2000. 30
Yusuf combined praise for al-Amin with a harsh attack on the United States, which he portrayed as a
country plagued by anti-Muslim conspiracies:
“This is a courageous man,” Yusuf said of al-Amin. “His courage should instill courage in all of you.” 31 AlAmin “is a dangerous man. It’s a dangerous man who will speak the truth.” 32 Yusuf suggested that alAmin was the victim of a government conspiracy to “silence” him. 33 (In March 2002, a jury found alAmin guilty on 13 counts, including four related to the murder of a Fulton County Sheriff’s deputy and
the wounding of a second. He was sentenced to life in prison without parole. 34) Georgia’s Supreme
Court denied Al-Amin’s appeal in 2004. 35
Citing former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark, 36 Yusuf claimed that Omar Abdel-Rahman, (AKA the
“Blind Sheikh”) “was unjustly tried, [he] was condemned against any standards of justice in any legal
system on this earth, and now he sits in a jail because it was already a foregone conclusion.” AbdelRahman is serving a sentence of life plus 65 years for crimes that include conspiring to murder former
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, and plotting to bomb the Lincoln and Holland Tunnels, the George
Washington Bridge, the New York FBI headquarters, various military installations and the United Nations
building. 37
“In this country there is institutionalized racism,” Yusuf said. “We can’t buy the stale rhetoric of human
rights because we have not seen the proof of it.” 38
He hinted the United States could be headed for catastrophe: “We saw the destruction of Russia after
its invasion of Afghanistan. This country [America] unfortunately has a great, a great tribulation coming
to it. And much of it is here already, yet people are too … illiterate to read the writing on the wall.” 39
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Two days later came 9/11, when terrorists hijacked airplanes and carried out suicide attacks that killed
close to 3,000 Americans. Hamza Yusuf’s tone shifted dramatically. Within days, he was denouncing
jihadists and warning Muslims not to follow their example.
In a September 16, 2001 interview with the San Jose Mercury News, Yusuf said the hijackers were not
martyrs, but “mass murderers, pure and simple.” 40
“The fact that there are any Muslims – no matter how statistically insignificant their numbers – who
consider these acts to be religious acts is in and of itself shocking. And therefore we as Muslims have to
ask the question, ‘How is it that our religious leadership has failed to reach these people with the true
message of Islam?’ Because the acts of these criminals have indicted an entire religion in the hearts and
minds of millions. These people are so bankrupt that all they have to offer is destruction.” 41
“Suicide is haram in Islam. It’s prohibited, like a mortal sin. And murder is haram. And to kill civilians is
murder,” Yusuf said. He quoted the Prophet Muhammad as saying that “there are people who kill in the
name of Islam and go to hell. And when he was asked why, he said, ‘Because they weren’t fighting truly
for the sake of God.’ ” 42
Yusuf added that: “If there are any martyrs in this affair [9/11] it would certainly be those brave
firefighters and police that went in there to save human lives and in that process lost their own.” 43
Yusuf said that upon hearing about the 9/11 attacks, “his first response was to pray that Muslims
weren’t involved,” the Wall Street Journal reported. 44 When he realized that Muslims were responsible,
Yusuf said he became aware of the “deep rage in parts of the Muslim community.” 45
Yusuf’s record of radical speech was quickly forgotten, and he was invited to the White House to meet
with President Bush.
Ironically, as Yusuf was meeting with Bush, FBI agents arrived at his home in Northern California to
question him about remarks he made at the Jamil al-Amin fundraiser 11 days earlier.
“He’s not home,” Yusuf’s wife told them. “He’s with the president.” The agents thought she was joking.
But her husband was at the White House that day, “the only Muslim in a group of religious leaders
invited to pray with President Bush, sing ‘God Bless America’ and endorse the president’s plan for
military action,” the Washington Post reported. 46
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“Hate knows no religion. Hate knows no country,” Yusuf said outside the White House. “Islam was
hijacked on that September 11, 2001, on that plane as an innocent victim.” 47
Yusuf attended the presidential address on Sept. 20, 2001, sitting near Laura Bush. 48
In the aftermath of 9/11, Yusuf sounded nothing like the strident radical of the past decade. He is “fast
becoming a world figure as Islam’s most able theological critic of the suicide hijacking,” the Guardian
commented in October 2001. 49
“Many Muslims seem to be in deep denial about what has happened,” Yusuf said. “They are coming up
with different conspiracy theories and don’t entertain the real possibility that it was indeed Muslims
who did this. Yet we do have people within our ranks who have reached that level of hatred and
misguidance.” 50
Yusuf’s “hardline attitude to extremists in Britain would be unsayable for any mainstream politician keen
to retain any respectability,” the Guardian opined. 51 “I would say to them that if they are going to rant
and rave about the West, they should emigrate to a Muslim country,” Yusuf told the British
newspaper. 52
“Many people in the West do not realize how oppressive some Muslim states are – both for men and for
women,” he said. “I would rather live as a Muslim in the West than in most of the Muslim countries,
because I think the way Muslims are allowed to live in the west is closer to the Muslim way. A lot of
Muslim immigrants feel the same way, which is why they are here.” 53
Yusuf expressed regret for calling Judaism “racist,” saying that “Anti-Semitism, anti-anything does not
reflect my core values.” He urged people to “see my spiritual growth, as a person, as a religious
scholar.” 54
Hamza Yusuf Post- 9/11: Newborn Moderate or Closet Radical?
As 9/11 became a more distant memory, Yusuf has given mixed signals about his interest in challenging
radical Islam.
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At times, he has sounded a moderate tone. Yusuf was one of nine imams who appeared in a July 2010
anti-terrorism video released by the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) explaining that religiously
motivated violence is wrong and contradicts the teachings of Islam:
“This religion is not our property. This religion we have no right to detract, to pollute, to sully the good
name of Islam and the good name of our prophet sallallahu alaihi wa sallam. We are obliged to honor
that name. If you go by the name Muslim, that is a very exalted status, to be one who submits to the will
of God. And it’s important not to arrogate to oneself the idea that somehow you know what the will of
God is.” 55
In a New York Times story, reporter Laurie Goodstein wrote that “The video is one indication that
American Muslim leaders are increasingly engaging the war of ideas being waged within Islam.” 56 Rep.
Jane Harman (D-Cal.), then chairwoman of the House Homeland Security Subcommittee on Intelligence,
Information Sharing and Terrorism Risk Assessment, praised the film as part of an effort to “protect
[Islam] from debasement by terror groups” along with “the false narrative of extremists.” 57
On other occasions, however, Yusuf has sounded an angry tone and spoken dismissively of the concept
that Muslims should speak out against co-religionists who engage in violence or depict the U.S.
government as “hostile” to Islam. As we will see below, he has stridently attacked the way Washington
has conducted the war on terrorism, claiming it tramples civil liberties, and suggesting the United States
(and democratic allies like Israel) are guilty of terrorism and war crimes.
Whitewashing Radical Islam, Blaming America First
In a Feb. 19, 2011 speech at a fundraiser for the American Muslims for Palestine’s Chicago chapter, the
speakers included Yusuf and Ahmet Dogan, father of Furkan Dogan. Furkan was killed in the May 31,
2010 clash with Israeli troops as they boarded the Mavi Marmara, a ship that attempted to violate the
Israeli blockade of Hamas-controlled Gaza. 58
The vessel was part of a flotilla put together by the Turkey-based charity IHH, which has a warm
relationship with Hamas. 59 Ismail Haniyeh, president of Hamas-ruled Gaza, praised a visiting IHH
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delegation, telling them “All Palestinians respect you” and terming its help “a blessing from Allah.” 60
Hamas has been designated a terrorist organization by the U.S. government. 61
In his speech, Yusuf praised Furkan Dogan for dying aboard the IHH vessel in a clash with Israeli
commandos. “Allah wanted Shehadah [martyrdom] for him,” Yusuf said, calling this “an amazing thing in
and of itself.” 62 Yusuf vowed that he “would never forget as long as I live” the sacrifice made by Furkan
Dogan. 63
“Don’t waste your lives,” Yusuf said. “By all standards, [Furkan] had a bright future in front of him. But
he chose to stand by oppressed people.” 64
Yusuf accused unspecified Americans of ”teaching the Israelis” about “how to cover their war crimes in
Gaza.” 65 Apparently referring to the Obama Administration, he said that the United States has “an
administration that is very adept” at hiding war crimes in Afghanistan and Iraq. 66
In his AMP speech, Yusuf depicted academic Norman Finkelstein as a martyr who has seen his career
destroyed for telling the truth. 67 He cited Finkelstein as someone who has “destroy[ed] their careers,
because truth is more important than their career.” 68 Finkelstein likens Israelis to Nazis. 69 In a July 2006
speech, he referred to Israelis as “murderers” and “marauders” and endorsed the terrorist organization
Hizballah during its war with Israel. 70 “Every victory by Hizballah over Israel is also a victory for liberty
and a victory for freedom,” he said. 71
In Yusuf’s view, excessive levels of defense spending are being “justified by the ‘war on terror,’” even
though “more people died in the United States last year from dog bites than died from terrorist
attacks.” 72
Yusuf suggests that much of the homegrown terrorism problem in the United States results from “lone
nut case[s]” and “individuals acting out.” 73 Instead of treating these attacks as a matter of “criminality”
(Yusuf’s preference), he claims that the political right is attempting to lump together “small groups of
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disenfranchised, very angry, hateful people” and “the greater Islamic community.” He called this
“unjust” and “deeply troubling.” 74
On occasion, Yusuf denounces some forms of radical Islam in general terms but refuses to condemn
specific jihadist acts or terrorist organizations by name.
“We have versions of Islam out there that are deeply troubling, that are very dangerous,” Yusuf said
following the November 2009 Fort Hood massacre, 75 in which Nidal Hasan, an American jihadist, is
accused of murdering 13 people. 76 “Some of them have been brought to these shores. If people want to
adhere to these things, they need to go to other places.” 77
But Yusuf rejected the very premise that Muslims should denounce an attack carried out in the name of
Islam. “The fact that I must have to apologize or say anything about Fort Hood as an American Muslim”
shows that Muslim enfranchisement hasn’t arrived yet in the United States, Yusuf said. He asserted that
when Baruch Goldstein, an Israeli medical doctor, massacred 29 Muslims in Hebron in February 1994, no
one claimed that Goldstein represented Judaism or that Jews needed to explain themselves. 78
Mainstream American Jewish organizations condemned Goldstein’s crime in clear, unequivocal terms 79
– which contrasts with his own defensive reaction when asked about Fort Hood. In contrast to Yusuf,
the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) and the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) and the
Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) condemned the massacre. ISNA said the killer was mentally
unstable or “was motivated by a perverted ideology for which there could be no justification.” 80
At times Yusuf appears conflicted about what kind of country the United States is. His speeches include
frequent references to the innate goodness of the American people and benefits of the Constitution and
the Bill of Rights. But when it comes to America’s role in the world - and the war against jihadist terror in
particular - Yusuf on multiple occasions has portrayed the United States as a malevolent force.
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